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Gentlemen:
Enclosed please find the "State of Readiness" report
for SKYLAB contract NAS 9-13337. If we can provide you
with additional information please contact us.
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"State of Readiness" Report
to
NASA
Contract No. NAS 9-13337
Remote Sensing Institute
South Dakota State University
Brookings, South Dakota 57006
The following confirms that the Remote Sensing Institute
at South Dakota State University is ready to receive and reduce
SKYLAB data for analysis and subsequent interpretation.
The IRD revised and submitted on October 1972 details the
following EREP data products which may be received on
Contract NAS 9-13337:
S190A-transparencies, 2-70mm positives
1-70mm negative
S190OB-transparencies, 2-4½ '" positives
1-4½" negative
S191--9 track, 800 BPI, odd parity CCT's transparencies,
2.16 mm positives
S192--9 track, 800 BPI, odd parity CCT's transparencies,
2 positives
S193--9 track, 800 BPI, odd parity CCT's film stripouts
and strip charts
S194--9 track, 800 BPI, odd parity CCT's film stripouts
and strip charts
The Signal Analysis and Dissemination Equipment (SADE)
at the Remote Sensing Institute can accommodate 16mm, 35mm,
70mm and 9½" roll or cut-frame transparencies. The interfaced
rBM 370/145 data processing facility accepts 9 track, 800 BPI,
odd-parity digital magnetic tapes. All SKYLAB data products
are, therefore, directly compatible with the RSI processing
system and a "state of readiness" exists for receiving and
reducing SKYLAB data for the proposed research.
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